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The circle is the globe and the sands of time connect all as the play travels 

the five continents, shuffling through different lives. The fabric of this vision 

is played out on the sand.  All the concrete, all the new buildings replacing 

the old sports centres and favelas, will dissolve eventually into sand.

Across this arena, the characters struggle; to find food, to protect livelihoods, 

to find freedom and to follow their dreams.

Their stories paint vividly human faces on a picture of globalisation.  Many 

of the controversial issues of globalisation, for example trade agreements, 

can seem obscure and the way in which they are presented by governments 

is designed to depoliticise them.  And yet these decisions change people’s 

lives and destinies.

The character of the DJ in the play is about control. He is the dance floor 

puppeteer connecting everyone through music.  And like the Prospero 

character in Shakespeare’s The Tempest, there is always the danger that the 

people he controls will rise up and challenge him.  David will take on Goliath.  

By the end of the play, the DJ recognises that people will make their own 

choices, that what strength they have is their own.  His refrain changes from 

“Keep to the rhythm,” to “Keep to your rhythm.”

At the start of the play a fine 
stream of sand is spread round 
the circle of the playing area.  
The DJ speaks,

God is a DJ

“I am the DJ

The universal songbook …

Keep to the rhythm.”

“Whatever song you sing

Or remix, dub or rap

Make sure your pulling the strings

Of your own favourite track.”

The extensive resources on the Theatre Centre web-site include information 

about the issues facing the characters in the five different continents.  

Interviews with all the creative team and video clips from the show itself.  

And practical activities to follow up the seeing the show.

Visit www.theatre-centre/education.co.uk
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I always wanted to write.  When I was younger 

I used to write comic books.  My brother was 

an artist and he used to draw them.  When we 

were in secondary school, we used to create 

all these comics.  I’d write all the stories 

and fill in all the dialogue bubbles and 

all that.  I’d always wanted to write.  I’d 

been writing fiction, short fiction and 

short plays for quite a while until I decided 

I wanted to make a career out of writing.  

I wanted to be a writer. I just enjoy the 

whole idea of creating.

It would be the same advice I was given when I started writing.  Write about what you 

know, it’s the easiest way of getting work out of your head because only you know how 

you feel about certain issues.  So, if you write from your point of view most of the work 

is already done.  The second piece of advice leads on from the first, write from the heart.  

If you write about what you know it means that you feel very strongly about it.  

If you feel strongly about something, the passion, the emotion, everything 

will come out.  That makes it again a much more stronger experience and 

it makes your writing stronger as well.  The third piece of advice is learn the 

craft.  There is a difference between writing for the stage, writing for radio 

and writing for film.  Although they are quite similar, they are not like a novel 

or a poem, action is seen as well as heard.  They require a different set of skills.  

They do have overlaps, people talk, move around but the way they are structured 

is quite different.  So, you have to learn the form, learn the structure, learn how 

to write the play.  Things like the beginning, the middle, the end, learn about the 

characters, the plot.  Those are the things that make a person a writer.  Playwriting 

is a craft, it’s not something that you just do.  There is a craft to it, in the same way a 

carpenter learns how to make a table, there is a craft to that.  There are different rules, 

it is the same with being a playwright.  Learn the craft, that is very important.

What made you become a writer?  What advice would you give to young people who want to write?

Interview with the writer- Oladipo Agboluaje
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I felt that the play should be about Globalisation because we all keep 

saying that the world is becoming a smaller place.  But do we under-

stand each other?  Even though that world is becoming smaller and 

people are coming together.  Do we share the same experiences?  So 

I thought the best idea would be to write a play that would 

start off in England and then would go around to different 

parts of the world, looking at the lives of young people and 

the choices they make in their lives.  That was what was very 

important to me writing this piece, it was about choice because 

in this world we all have to make choices.  Different people, 

different problems, different lives and the only thing that is 

constant is that they have to make a choice and what happens 

when they make that choice.  Can you change your destiny 

through the choices that you make?

I had been writing poems, short stories and children’s stories as 

well.  I got into writing plays when I was in University in Nigeria.  I 

did my first degree in Theatre Arts and I’d always loved the idea of 

a live performance for a live audience and actors performing your 

words.  Also because I liked Nigerian popular theatre very 

much, that was what really inspired me to want to write 

for the stage.  When I came back to England I started to 

write poems and short stories and I was trying to write a 

novel.  I was hoping to make it as a novelist rather than as 

a playwright.  But most of the work I wrote, short stories, 

my writing tutor said that they sounded like monologues or 

duologues and why didn’t I go back to writing plays instead.  

That is what really made me think I might as well use the 

appropriate medium of theatre to tell those stories.  That was 

what made me write my first full length play.  

When did you start to write for the stage?How did you come about writing God is a DJ ?

Interview with the writer- Oladipo Agboluaje
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The DJ
 In a club the DJ controls the music, so in a way he controls 

the way people move and the way they respond to the mu-

sic, whether it’s a slow jam or hip hop or soul or whatever.  

He controls the movement of people.  The character of 

the DJ came from the idea of who controls things in the 

world and that is why the title is God is a DJ. 

Most of us in different religions believe in a higher being, 

in a god who created heaven, who created earth and who 

created us.  So the idea was to use this DJ figure in a similar 

way in that the DJ controls the music, so he controls the 

mood and the tempo of the dancers in the club and 

he does it through an ipod.  The reason it’s an ipod is 

because it’s something most kids would recognise and it’s 

become a cultural icon.  The whole idea of the DJ’s ipod 

being a symbol of control is simply because the ipod itself 

allows you to download as many tracks as you possibly 

can and you can shuffle the music, so you can listen to it 

in any order you like.  So in a way you’ve become your own 

personal DJ because you can listen to whatever music you 

want at any time.

Interview with the writer- Oladipo Agboluaje

You shouldn’t take things for granted in the world.  There are 

greater consequences for people who live in the third world com-

pared with us in the first world.  This is shown in the play by 

Ekong and Abasina, all they want is to get fish to eat, it’s not as 

easy as going into Sainsbury’s and choosing between free range 

or organic fish, they have to hunt for it in polluted waters.  The 

sea is polluted because people in other parts of the world want 

oil and they [Ekong and Abasina] don’t get any of the benefits 

from it.  All they want is to have fish to put on the table for sup-

per.  It is a simple thing.  They have to go to the open sea under 

threat from the big oil ships and all elements just to put food on 

the table.

Choice in the third and first world
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Interview with the writer- Oladipo Agboluaje

The DJ is very much like the Prospero character in Shakespeare’s The Tem-

pest and the reason why they are similar is that Prospero holds onto pow-

er.  His hold on power is not as strong as he’d like to be.  There is always 

the danger that Caliban and the other people he controls will rise up and 

overthrow him.  So he always has to try and be on top of them.  He can’t 

just be a king and lie back and say I’m in charge, I’m in control here. He 

has to be very proactive in being in control. At the beginning of the play 

the DJ tells all the characters that they have to keep to the rhythm and the 

rhythm for the DJ is whatever he or she plays.  They have to play the game 

and they have to play according to his rules.  By the time we get to the 

end of the play the refrain changes from ‘keep to the rhythm’ to ‘ keep 
to your rhythm’.  What has happened is he [the DJ] has gone through 

the play, he has tried to take charge, to take control of people’s lives.  But 

what’s happened is he has realised that he can’t and that people will al-

ways want to make their own decisions.  Whether those decisions are right 

or wrong that is not the point.  The point is people have to learn from 

their own choices, if it’s a mistake they’ll learn from it and get better.  The 

DJ, at the end of the day, goes on a similar journey as the characters.  He 

realises that he is not God, he is not in control and that the world would 

actually be a better place if everybody did what they wanted to do, made 

their own choices and lived their own lives. He has realised that he can’t 

be in control of everybody else and that everybody else wouldn’t want him 

to be in control either so he has to sing a different tune. 

The DJ and Prospero

“ ...These our actors, 

As I foretold you, were all spirits, and

Are melted into air, into thin air;

And, like the baseless fabric of this vision, 

The cloud-capped towers, the gorgeous palaces, 

The solemn temples, the great globe itself,

Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve,

And, like this insubstantial pageant faded,

Leave not a rack behind...” Prospero, Act IV sc.i
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Around the World in 60 minutes

Brazil
Indonesia New York

StratfordNigeria
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Full Name: United Kingdom of Great Britain 

Capital City: London 

Area: 244,820sq km

Religion:

Anglican and Roman Catholic 
40 million, Muslim 1.5 million, 
Presbyterian 800,000, Method-
ist 760,000, Sikh 500,000, Hindu 
500,000, Jewish 350,000 

Stratford, United Kingdom

Campaign against the 2012 Olympics out side Stratford Station Prospective aerial view of the Olympic Park in East London
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Stratford, United Kingdom

Mixed Blessing — Green Street
Preparations are under way for the 2012 Olympics in 
London.  But what effect will the games have on Green 
Street, the host borough’s best kept secret?

Green Street is a wonderful, gaudy ribbon running along the middle of the of-

ten grey, shabby, east London Borough of Newham.  It’s the most multi-ethnic 

street I’ve ever been in: there are Indians, Pakistanis, Bangladeshis, Africans, 

Caribbeans.  It has about 400 independent shops and market stalls.  But ar-

chitecture and planning played almost no part in Green Street’s growth.  After 

the bombs of the Second World War, it was mostly patched up with cheap two-

storey infill.

This is the biggest planning exercise to descend on east London since the London 

Docklands Corporation of the 1980s.  The 438 hectare ( 1,082 acre) Olympic 

Park, in the Lower Lea Valley, is almost wholly in Newham.  The Council trum-

pets the 2012 games as “a massive boost to regeneration” that will “ transform 

our borough forever”.  But change for the better or worse?

Today, the multitudinous shop windows of Green Street are crammed with 

bright saris, bolts of shiny clith and glittering high-carat gold jewellery.  Indian 

music drifts through the air.  Heels clatter in and out of stores decorated with 

posters for Asiana magazine: “ For the Asian woman who wants more.”

The public inquiry into the compulsory purchase of land for the Olympic Park 

closed on August 4.  The inspector reports this autumn.  In 2012, there will 

certainly be a fortnight of fun and anguish.  But then?  Sir Peter Hall, emeritus 

professor of planning at University College London reckons that the Olympics’ 

main impact will be “to further gentrify east London”.  

Complex beasts
“The Olympics project, between now and 2012, is just six years out of the next 

300 or 400 years of east London,” says Tony Travers, director of the Greater 

London Group at the London School of Economics (LSE).  Cities are complex 

beasts.  Even a permanent architectural icon isn’t a magic wand, much less some-

thing as temporary as an Olympic Park.  Sir Robin Wales, the directly elected 

Mayor of Newham, has a different take.  For his ultra-proletarian borough, he 

sees the Olympics as “a six year programme to change perceptions of the people 

and place.”  Gentrification doesn’t worry him: “We want balanced communi-

ties: people who will say, ‘I want a job and maybe a part-share house.’ We have 

20,000 people in Newham who’ve never worked.”

Bulldozed
Until recently, the street’s Queen’s Market, with its fruit and veg stalls, and its dis-

plays of red bream and tilapia fish, was threatened with being bulldozed to make 

way for an Asda.  A battle was born and campaigners fought off the supermarket 

giant.  Monica Salawe has run Hair Secrets, an Afro-Caribbean hairdresser’s in 

the market, for the past three and a half years.  She expects little from the Olym-

pics: “Look, if you’re a woman going on a journey, you get your nails and hair 

done first, right?  

Extract from article written by Paul Barker in the Guardian newspaper, August 30, 2006

Paul Barker is a senior research fellow at the Young Foundation. Bridging the Gap: A Study of 

the London Olympics 2012 and Souh Asian-owned Businesses in Brick Lane and Green Street, 

by Sean Carey and Nooruddin Ahmed, is available at www.youngfoundation.org.uk/wp-content/

BridgingtheGapReport.pdf
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In the backdrop of the play we have the 5 Olympic rings that symbolise the idea of unity through sport in the Olympics.  So we structured the 

play into 5 different stories.  We start off in Stratford where we have Celine, an old coach who is trying to save a centre from closing down 

and we have Jenny, her old trainee who has gone on to bigger things, she now represents Great Britain in the Olympics.  Jenny arrives from 

New York and she wants the centre to close because she thinks that they need a new centre, that the old centre has had it’s day and there is 

nothing else that can be done about it.  There are also other companies setting up gyms to replace the old ones.  Celine believes in keeping 

the old community together.  

Jenny believes that because the Olympics are going to change the whole environment, things have to change.  The community has to change 

as well. 

So that’s the battle of wills, of choices that takes place in Stratford.  There is also the issue that Jenny is being sponsored by the company that 

is taking over the youth centre.  At the end of the day Celine believes that the issue is not just about the sports centre itself but the whole idea 

of the Olympics.  That the whole Olympics is going to change the way the community operates and so she also believes that the Olympics 

shouldn’t be held in Stratford because the changes she has seen take place in the community, she thinks they have had a harmful effect on 

the community staying together.

There is also this idea of the development of Stratford because of the Olympics.  Celine is worried that the people who will benefit will not 

be the locals.  She is worried about gentrification, that the old people will be moved on, further out of London and a new group of richer 

and younger people will move in once the area has been developed.  Celine is asking ‘what’s in it for us?’  She can only go by what she has 

seen happen in other parts of London where areas have been gentrified and the local people have been moved out.  When the richer people 

move in, the community changes to reflect the new community, so the old pub closes down and a bar comes up.  Celine is worried about 

the older people being displaced and when Stratford is done up it won’t feel like home to the older people, the local residents. 

Oladipo Agboluaje, the writer, on the Stratford scenes
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Celine is protesting against the demolition of a sports centre in 

Stratford.  She is a coach who believes the community needs the 

sports centre to remain where it is and as it is.  

The Olympics coming to London and the subsequent ‘develop-

ment’ of Stratford mean for Celine, the destruction of the commu-

nity that already exists.  Celine thinks that the only people who will 

benefit from the changes are the property developers, sports com-

panies and people who move into the new housing being built.  

Is Celine defending her community or just her job?
Is she being naïve to think that one person can make 
a difference?

Character Profiles

Passport
Given names Celine

Nationality British

Sex F   

 Place of birth London

Jenny is from Stratford and used to attend the sports centre 

where Celine coached her.  She is now a successful athlete, who 

is sponsored by Nike.  Jenny returns to Stratford to see Celine 

and it becomes apparent that she is there to confront Celine and 

convince her to stop protesting.  Jenny believes that the Olympics 

coming to London is a positive thing and will regenerate the com-

munity.  It is also revealed that Jenny will personally benefit from 

the games as she will become ‘the face of Stratford.’

Is Jenny just looking out for number one?

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

‘This centre’s my life
I’m trying to save our neighbourhood!’  - Celine

Passport
Given names Jenny

Nationality British

Sex F   

 Place of birth London

‘Progress is a forward motion.  Keep going, don’t 
look back’    - Jenny
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Full Name: Federal Republic of Nigeria

Capital City: Abuja (pop 500,000)

Area: 924,000 sq km      356,756 sq miles

Religion: Muslim (50%), Christian: mostly 
Roman Catholic (40%), animist 
(10%)

An oil-rich Cinderella state that still hasn’t quite made it to the ball’

Lonely Planet website

‘Rivers State- Treasure Base of the Nation’ 

“Besides, who should Mammy- water be angry with- me or the oil 
companies?  They’re the ones killing the sea.” – Ekong

There are over 250 different peoples, languages, histories, and reli-
gions all rubbing shoulder to shoulder in this hectic, colourful and 
often volatile republic.

Nigeria
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The second part of the story takes us to Nigeria and we are in Eastern 

Nigeria, on the coast.  Our two characters, Ekong and Abasina, 

brother and sister, are in a canoe fishing in polluted waters.  They have 

to swim out to the ocean in search of fresh water in order to get fish.  

The problem they have is pollution which threatens their livelihoods 

because the community survives on fishing.  Their father has died, 

drowned at sea, they have a problem with 

the oil pipelines where people, desperate 

and hungry, go to break open the pipe 

lines so they can steal oil to sell for their 

livelihood.  Ekong and Abasina decide 

to go further out to the sea to where the 

water is cleaner to get fish to take home.  

The brother and sister are at odds with 

each other about what they should do.  

It’s getting darker so, Abasina decides it’s 

Oladipo Agboluaje, the writer, on the Nigerian scenes

best to get home but Ekong says he won’t go home until they catch 

enough fish to eat.  The choice is, do they keep going further out to 

sea or do they return without any fish and go to bed hungry?  The 

choice is set against the threat of pollution and the threat of bigger 

ships, which are sailing along the waterway and rougher water.  

Ekong wants to assume the father role, he wants to provide for the 

family. 

He is a teenager that has been thrown 

into this situation, not by his own 

choice, but because of what has 

happened around him and he tries to 

rise to that occasion by trying to get 

the fish.
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Boys who need men
In the play Ekong and Ronaldo are both young men who feel like they have a lot to prove.  Ekong needs to be strong for his family as he is 

now the man of the house.  He also has a  need to prove himself as a man,  he says to Abasina his sister “I will join the militia.”  Similarly 

Ronaldo has a need for a tough exterior due to his life experiences.  He believes that it is a dog eat dog world and you get what you’re given.  

Any chance of change for Ronaldo is embodied in his one last drug run idea to lift himself up out of poverty.

The following article outlines the role of militant groups in Rivers State Nigeria.  This is the backdrop that hangs behind Ekong.  It also has 

strong connections with Ronaldo’s situation, with corrupt officials and an imbalance of power.

The Emergence of Armed Groups in Rivers State 
Since oil exploration began in Nigeria in the 1950s, the nine states that constitute the Niger Delta have been sites of intense violence, from 

the Biafran war of succession in the 1960s to the Ogoni uprising in the early 1990s. From 1997, Delta State, primarily in and around the 

capital Warri, has been the main site of violence in the delta. In late 2003, the center of violence shifted to Rivers State, principally in and 

around the “oil capital” of Port Harcourt. 

Although the violence across the Niger Delta has manifested in different forms -- in Warri it is seen as a conflict between Ijaw and Itsekeri 

ethnic militias, in Rivers State as a battle between Ijaw groups -- it is essentially a fight for control of oil wealth and government resources. 

The violence in Port Harcourt has been perpetrated by two rival armed groups and their affiliates who battled to control territory and lucra-

tive oil bunkering routes.  Oil bunkering is the illegal tapping directly into oil pipelines, often at manifolds or well-heads, and the extraction 

of crude oil which is piped into river barges that are hidden in small tributaries. The crude is then transported to ships offshore for sale, 

often to other countries in West Africa but also to other farther destinations. 

Both Asari’s NDPVF and Tom’s NDV are primarily comprised of young Ijaw men from Port Harcourt and nearby villages. The militarization 

of what started out as non-violent youth and “cult” groups in the 1990’s and the later emergence of large, well organized armed groups like 

the NDPVF and NDV can be attributed to several key factors: 
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The manipulation of youth groups by local politicians 
The transition to democracy in 1999 exacerbated youth militancy as unscrupulous politicians used hired “thugs” to carry out violence to ensure their 
victory at the polls. Prior to the 1999 and 2003 federal, state, and local elections, all parties, but most effectively the ruling People’s Democratic Party 
(PDP), recruited and armed members of youth groups to intimidate opposition politicians and their supporters. During the recent April and May 2003 
state and federal elections, more than 100 people were killed country-wide in political violence, mainly by members or supporters of the PDP. Hundreds 
more were killed in political violence in the months preceding. 

Local leaders and individuals close to NDPVF and NDV leaders told Human Rights Watch that in the run up to the 2003 election prominent local politi-
cians supported Asari and Tom.

In an interview with Human Rights Watch, Governor Odili vehemently denied allegations that his government had at any time supported Asari or Tom. 
When Human Rights Watch raised this matter directly with Asari and Tom, both disputed claims they were ever supported by the state government. 

Payments made to communities by multinational oil companies and their impact on 
fomenting conflict over traditional leadership positions 
To start oil exploration and production in rural areas, multinational oil companies are required by law to make payments to the federal government. 
Customary and statutory payments are also made to “host communities,” or those who own the land and fishing grounds where drilling or other 
activities take place. Designation as a host community thus brings significant benefits in the form of compensation, community development funds and 
promises of labor and security contracts. The oil companies negotiate such agreements and contracts with individuals whom they identify as community 
representatives, notably the top traditional leaders or chiefs. These policies have fueled inter-communal conflict by funneling large quantities of money 
to the tribal leaders, many of whom fail to share the benefits with their community.

Poverty, underdevelopment and widespread youth unemployment
Both Tom and Asari were able to recruit from the large pool of unemployed youth, many of whom are university graduates, frustrated with decades 
of extreme poverty, underdevelopment, and the lack of job opportunities.  Although Rivers State receives the third-highest allocation of oil revenues 
of Nigeria’s thirty-six states, few see the benefits of Nigeria’s oil wealth. Seventy percent of Nigeria’s citizens live on below one dollar a day, the United 
Nations specified poverty line and the country ranks 151st out of 175 countries in the UN Human Development Index. Largely because of government 
corruption and the mismanagement of oil revenue, riverine villages near Port Harcourt lack basic amenities such as clean water, electricity, medical 
care and roads. Large slums within Port Harcourt are submerged under piles of waste. This gross underdevelopment in the midst of vast oil wealth 
has bred intense frustration and resentment among the youth in Rivers State. 
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The use of youth groups by conglomerates involved in the illegal theft and sale of crude oil, 
or illegal oil bunkering 
Highly organized conglomerates of oil bunkerers, reportedly comprised of expatriate and local businessmen, high-level politicians and military person-
nel, and even employees of the oil companies themselves, have also recruited youth leaders to help provide security for their criminal activities. Although 
the revenue from oil bunkering fluctuates greatly, it accounts for about ten percent of Nigeria’s daily production, earning those involved about between 
US$1.5 billion and US$ 4 billion per year.
Illegal oil bunkering has fueled violence between armed groups and exacerbated human rights abuses in two ways. First, it has provided various youth 
groups, including Asari’s NDPVF and Tom’s NDV, with a lucrative revenue stream to purchase increasingly sophisticated weapons. Second, much of the 
violence in 2004 around Port Harcourt appears to have been motivated by struggles to control territory and thus bunkering routes. A state government 
spokesman told Human Rights Watch that the conflict between Asari and Tom was likely based on “disagreements over business transactions and con-
tracts for protecting barges that lift crude oil.” When Human Rights Watch questioned Asari about his involvement in oil bunkering he stated, “I don’t 
engage in bunkering, I take that which belongs to me. It is not theft the oil belongs to our people.”

Widespread availability of small arms and other weapons
The conflict in Rivers State has become more violent as a consequence of the widespread availability of small arms throughout Nigeria, and in particular 
in the Niger Delta.  Small arms and other weapons are readily available for purchase particularly in Warri, the capital of Delta State. Fighters interviewed 
by Human Rights Watch admitted to possessing and using a variety of weapons ranging from machetes and cutlasses, to pistols, shotguns, semi au-
tomatic rifles, machine guns, and rocket launchers. According to their accounts, many of these weapons were provided to them by sponsors including 
members of the state government, political parties or individuals involved in oil bunkering. 

The prevailing culture of impunity in Nigeria
The state government, which is responsible for criminal prosecutions, has not taken serious steps to investigate the crimes committed in the Port Har-
court area since violence between armed groups began in the mid-1990’s. Crimes associated with the armed groups have included numerous killings 
and widespread destruction of homes and property that have forced tens of thousands from their homes. Despite the state’s passage of a law banning 
militant youth groups in June 2004, there have been few arrests and prosecutions for these killings.

Information from Human Rights Watch website- http://hrw.org
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Ekong is a young man who wants to score the winning goal for Nigeria in the 

2012 Olympics.  However right now he has more pressing matters to attend 

to, he needs to find food for his family.  He and his sister Abasina are fishing 

out at sea in polluted waters.  The water has been polluted by oil pipelines 

and oil ships which are carrying the oil for sale and profit by other people in 

other parts of the world.  Since his father’s death Ekong sees himself as ‘the 

man of the house’, he must provide for his family whatever the danger.

Has Ekong’s pride put his sister and himself in danger?

Character Profiles

Passport
Given names Ekong

Nationality Nigerian

Sex M   

 Place of birth Rivers State

Abasina is Ekong’s younger sister, she too has big dreams; of becoming a fash-

ion designer in New York.  She is aware of the dangers of fishing far out to sea 

and is more cautious than her brother.  Abasina also shows concern for Ekong 

when he speaks of joining the militia and stealing from the oil pipes.  With no 

father it is not surprising that Abasina wants to cling on to her brother, not un-

like Ekong clinging on to her when their canoe has capsized.  It is here that we 

see Abasina’s strength ‘Did I say I needed your protection?’

The choice is do they keep going further out to sea or 
do they return without any fish and go to bed hungry?

Nigerian Nigerian

I was so ashamed last night, me the man of the house, 
eating while mother went hungry.’

-Ekong

Passport
Given names Abasina

Nationality Nigerian

Sex F   

 Place of birth Rivers State

One big fish.  That’s all I need.’
- Abasina
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Full Name: República Federativa do Brasil

Capital City: Brasília

Area:
8,514,215 sq km
3,287,338 sq miles741,096 sq miles

Religion:

70% Roman Catholic; also a significant 

proportion who either belong to various 

cults or practice Evangelical Christianity or 

Indian animism

Capoeira
Capoeira was developed as a form of self-defence by African slaves in Brazil during 
the eighteenth century. Based on surprise and improvisation, it combined dance, 
music and acrobatics. 

In the short term the slaves needed to defend themselves, in the long term they 
needed to free themselves. The freed slaves developed the communities in the forests 
of North East Brazil. These were called Quilombos. 

The art form is a distinct part of the history and culture of Brazil.  It is a symbol of 
life and resistance, that was prohibited by the government until the 1930’s.  Today 
it is practised by many people throughout the world and its heritage is preserved by 
dedicated masters.

Brazil
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Favela’s
Because of the high land values and the enormous demand for 

space, the poor are forced into squatter settlements known as 

favelas. Named after the location of the first such settlement, the 

hill Morro da Favela, these settlements usually occur in two ar-

eas of Rio: one, along the steep hillsides or, two, along the outer 

fringes of urban expansion.

The houses are usually made first 

from wattle-and-daub, a mixture 

of sand and clay, and eventually 

to the use of wood, brick and 

sheet metal. Many consider the 

favelas the source of Rio’s urban 

problems, citing them for crime, 

violence, promiscuity, family 

breakdown and the creation of 

a culture of poverty. The prevail-

ing view is that the favelas are 

just a transfer of poverty from 

the country to the city and are re-

sponsible for the negative effects 

of over-urbanization

Culture
Brazilian culture has a mixture of Portuguese, who gave the coun-

try its most common religion and language, the country’s native 

Indians, the considerable African population, and other settlers 

from Europe, the Middle East and Asia. 

Brazilian music is shaped by musical influences from three conti-

nents. The most famous styles are the Samba, which is a mixture 

of Spanish Bolero with the rhythms of African music, Bossa Nova, 

was influenced by North American jazz, Tropicalismo is a mix of 

musical influences and is a more electric samba and the Lambada, 

which is influenced by Caribbean rhythms 

The main dishes that you will come across in Brazil are arroz (white 

rice), feijão (black beans) and farinha (manioc flour), which are 

usually combined with steak, chicken or fish. 

The Redeemer Statue of Christ the Redeemer

Rocinha is Rio de Janeiro’s largest and 

most developed favela with over 250,000 residents.
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The next story takes place in Brazil where we have Ronaldo and 

Flavia.  We meet them practising capoeira.  Ronaldo is a homeless 

street kid and he runs drugs for the local drug bosses.  Flavia lives in 

a favela, which is translated as a shanty town but it’s not a shanty 

town like a slum.  Favela’s are quite big communities, some of them 

can be slums but many of them have functioning facilities, like water 

and electricity.  They have clubs, halls, they have very strong commu-

nities.  These are two kids on opposite sides of the track.  Ronaldo 

has dreams of becoming a capoeiraista, a champion capoeira player.  

He hopes that capoeira will become an Olympic sport in 2012 so he 

can win a gold medal for the Olympics.  In the backdrop of this the 

favela is about to be bull-dozed because the government wantS to 

move the community outside of Rio, the state they are in, and move 

all the residents to a rural area.  The community there are protest-

ing against the removals, they want to stay in Rio, they want to stay 

in their favela.  They do not regard their favela as a slum.  This is a 

David and Goliath battle, Ronaldo, because of his upbringing, living 

on the streets, believes that life is about survival of the fittest where 

the big fish eat the little fish.  

Oladipo Agboluaje, the writer on Brazil
As he has been pushed around by the police and the drug bosses he 

believes that once the big guy tells you to move on, you move on, 

that is the only way you can survive.  Flavia has been influenced by 

an artists collective who are a group of people who have moved into 

the community to raise the esteem of the favela residents, to make 

them become proud of where they live, to develop their favela even 

more and make life better for themselves.  Flavia believes that they 

can protest against the government, the government has no option 

but to listen to them, they are citizens of Brazil just like any other 

person.  For Ronaldo that is a very naïve thing for her to think and 

he thinks she is soft as she lives in a favela in a home with a fam-

ily which is why she thinks like she does.  Ronaldo believes that the 

government lives by the law of the street, ‘we’re the big guys if we tell 

you to move, move.’  Within that story there is also a story of a past 

between Ronaldo and Flavia’s brother, Lucas who was also a drug 

runner. And they used to work for the big boss who is played by the 

DJ.  At the end of their scene they have to confront both the govern-

ment and the drug boss.  The choice in this scene for Ronaldo, is to 

stop being a drug runner and try and lead a better life.  For Flavia, 

her choice is to resist the government and stop the bull-dozers, to 

keep her home.  
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Ronaldo is a street kid who lives in Rio.  He dreams of Capoeira 

becoming an Olympic sport and winning a gold medal in 2012.  His 

current situation is far from his goal, he is running drugs for the local 

drug bosses.  Ronaldo believes that Flavia’s ideas are naïve and that 

no amount of singing and demonstrating will make any difference.

Is Ronaldo able to quit the drug running?

If he does give up the drug running, what kind of life can 
he expect to have?

Character Profiles

Passport
Given names Ronaldo

Nationality Brazilian

Sex M   

 Place of birth Rio

Flavia lives in a favela in Rio, she is proud of where she lives and 

believes in her community.  Through her association with an Artists 

Collective she has been working to stop the government demolish-

ing her home.  Flavia has faith in the power of the community she 

lives in and the songs, protests and petitions in which she plays a 

part.  Flavia maybe seen as naïve but she is aware of the dangers 

around her.  She lost a brother, Lucas, who was working with Ron-

aldo for the drug bosses.  

What will Flavia do if the bulldozers win?

Brazilian Brazilian

‘Someone stronger than you says move, you move.  
Even the government applies the law of the street.’

-Ronaldo

Passport
Given names Flavia

Nationality Brazilian

Sex F  

 Place of birth Rio

‘Once we defeat the bulldozers, you’ll see how we’ll 
change the favela for the better’

-Flavia
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Full Name: Republic of Indonesia

Capital City: Jakarta (pop 9.3 millio

Area: 1,919,440 sq km

Religion: 88% Muslim, 8% Christian, 2% 
Hindu

Indonesia is spread across a chain of thousands of 
islands between Asia and Australia, Indonesia has 
the world’s largest Muslim population.

A 1992 survey showed that one out of 10 prostituted persons was 
under age 17, and that one out of five of those older than that age said 
they took up prostitution before they reached 17.

- Dario Agnote, “Sex trade key part of S.E. Asian economies, study 
says,” Kyodo News, 18 August 1998

I did not want to become a prostitute. The economic difficulties have 
made me a prostitute.” – Protest signs carried by prostitutes

The sex industry accounts for an estimated 1.2 billion dollars to 3.3 
billion dollars in annual earnings in Indonesia

Prostitution in Indonesia

Indonesia
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We’re sweating it out in a sweatshop in

Medan, Indonesia, where most of your gear is made. 

Labourers are cheap, they hardly sleep  , DJ

‘Workers’ fear’ 
Oxfam’s Tim Connor, who carried out the latest investigation, said the 
key issues to emerge this time were wages; union rights; and working 
conditions. 

“Poverty and fear is still dominating the lives of Adidas and Nike workers 
in Indonesia,” he said. 

He said full-time wages as low as $2 a day do not give families enough to 
live on. He alleges active trade unionists fear losing their jobs or even be-
ing attacked. 

“Workers still work in difficult and dangerous conditions,” he said. 
“They’re still shouted at when they work too slowly. 

“Respiratory illnesses from inhaling toxic chemicals are still occurring, as 
are accidents in which workers lose fingers in cutting machines.” 

Several of the factory workers who gave statements to Oxfam for the 
report also agreed to be interviewed by the media, but on condition their 
names were not used. 

We spoke to one woman who for the past six years has worked at a facto-
ry just outside Jakarta supplying shoes for Adidas. She said the company 
often forced her and her colleagues to work overtime to meet production 
targets. 

“We’re not given any choice,” she said. “If they say we can only go home 
at seven-thirty at night, then that’s what we have to do. 

“There are many examples of this. In one case, a mother whose child was 
sick was not allowed to leave early. She cried for an hour.” 

Despite this, most of the workers we spoke to said there had been some 
improvements in recent years. 

“Since the international campaign began, conditions have got better,” 
said one woman, who works in the sewing department of a Nike factory. 
“Before, it was very difficult to get permission to take our annual leave. 

Extract from an article written by Richard Galpin entitled Spotlight on Indonesian 
‘sweat shops’.
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Writer on Indonesia

In the next part we fly off to Indonesia where we meet Monita and 

Elvie.  Elvie works in a sweat shop sewing the labels on to celebrities 

shoes, like David Beckham and our Jenny in Stratford.  The DJ is the 

boss of the sweat shop and orders her to keep on working.  In comes 

Monita, she is a prostitute and she offers Elvie a way out without 

telling Elvie what kind of work she really does.  Monita presents that 

choice of escape from the sweat shop as a wonderful choice where 

you’ll be rich and never have to do that kind of work again.  Elvie 

buys into it and runs away from the sweat shop with Monita.  Later 

she discovers that Monita is a prostitute and she is trapped in a 

room with a client waiting for her and she makes a choice to run 

away, even though there is a danger that she will get caught.
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I’m living the dream.  You could realise your dream’
Monita

Monita is a prostitute in Indonesia.  She convinces Elvie to join her 

and draws her into a life of prostitution.  We don’t know much 

about Monita’s past but it is clear that she feels her choices in life 

are limited. ‘It’s either this or the sweatshop.  Or back to the vil-

lage.’  She has become tough, maybe in order to survive the situa-

tion she is in.

Character Profiles

How did Monita become a prostitute?

Imagine, having my own designer label like J-Lo.  I 

might get to meet David Beckham.’ Elvie

Elvie works in a sweatshop in Indonesia, she sews labels onto sports 

products sold all over the world.  She works hard for a boss who 

insists she fills her quota and isn’t lazy.  Elvie sees a different life 

through the window in the sweatshop.  This life is personified by 

Monita, a woman who has beautiful clothes and promises a better 

life.  Elvie joins Monita and enters another world run by another 

boss, this time a pimp.  She is faced with another decision, stay or 

run.

What will Elvie be able to do if she runs from Monita 

and the pimp?

Passport
Given names Monita

Nationality Indonesian

Sex F   

 Place of birth Medan

Indonesia Indonesia

Passport
Given names Elvie

Nationality Indonesian

Sex F   

 Place of birth Medan
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Full Name: United States of America (USA)

Capital City: Washington DC

Area: 9,630,000 sq km 

3,718,143 sq miles 

Religion: Protestant (50%), Roman Catholic 

(25%), Jewish (2%), Muslim (1%)

What is the American Dream?
The term was first used by James Truslow Adams in his book The 

Epic of America which was written in 1931. He states: “The American 

Dream is “that dream of a land in which life should be better and 

richer and fuller for everyone, with opportunity for each according to 

ability or achievement. It is a difficult dream for the European upper 

classes to interpret adequately, and too many of us ourselves have 

grown weary and mistrustful of it. It is not a dream of motor cars and 

high wages merely, but a dream of social order in which each man and 

each woman shall be able to attain to the fullest stature of which they 

are innately capable, and be recognized by others for what they are, 

regardless of the fortuitous circumstances of birth or position.” 

Whose problem is it anyway?
In every place we visit the characters we meet have a choice to make.  

The nature of these choices and their consequences differ in each 

country.  In Nigeria, Ekong and Abasina are in a life threatening situ-

ation, they need to fish to survive but the open sea is dangerous.  

The consequences of their choices could be dire.  In New York whilst 

Rose’s decision and struggle is valid it is more of a personal issue.  If 

Rose doesn’t get to go to Private High nobody will die.  These appo-

site stories highlight a theme within the play of the relationship be-

tween the third world and the first world.  Beyond Comic Relief once 

every few years and the odd big news story, how often do people in 

the first world think about, let alone comprehend the third world?  

If the world is becoming a smaller place will our awareness of others 

problems grow and will we see our own lives and problems in a dif-

ferent light?

New York, United States of America
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The last scene takes place in New York, it is also the middle scene in 

the play.  Here we have Rose, the daughter and her mother Felicia.  

We meet Rose on an ice skating rink.  Felicia wants Rose to get a 

sports scholarship into a private high school.  Rose believes she can 

get an academic scholarship into high school and she doesn’t want 

to skate competitively, just for fun.  Felicia believes that because of 

racial discrimination Rose will never get an academic scholarship 

and she should do it through sports.  Felicia never realised her own 

dreams of becoming a skater.  Rose goes against her mothers wishes 

and says she won’t take part in the competition that will win her the 

scholarship.  Felicia offers her an ultimatum, she either skates in the 

competition or moves out and lives with her father.  The catch is that 

the father lives outside the catchment area for the scholarship.  If 

Rose lives with her father she can’t apply for the scholarship.  That is 

the choice we leave Rose with in New York

Rockefeller Ice Rink in New York

Oladipo Agboluaje, the writer, on New York
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Character Profiles

Passport
Given names Rose

Nationality American

Sex F   

 Place of birth New York

United States of America United States of America

Passport
Given names Felicia

Nationality American

Sex F   

 Place of birth New York

‘All I ever wanted was a little dignity
For people to respect me for being me’
- Rose

Rose is a young woman who wants to do well in high school.  She 

is a talented ice skater and has a strong chance of getting a sports 

scholarship to a private high school.  However, Rose wants to get an 

academic scholarship.  Felicia tells her that if she doesn’t skate she 

has to move in with her father.

What will Rose choose to do?   

‘Both our dreams came crashing down.’

- Felicia

Felicia is Rose’s mother and wants her daughter to have opportu-

nities that she never had.  She is convinced that Rose will only get 

a sports scholarship rather than an academic one.  Felicia believes 

that due to racial discrimination Rose’s only hope is to skate.  She 

has an affinity with skating, she too wanted to be a skater but didn’t 

succeed.  Felicia and Rose are stubborn and both seem steadfast in 

their decisions.  Felicia gives Rose an ultimatum ‘Make your choice, 

child.’

Is it a bad thing for Felicia to try to achieve her own 

ambitions through her daughter, if it is helping Rose?
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“The DJ is the narrator but he is played by all four actors and he/she is quite ma-

nipulative in the piece.  So we decided that every time the DJ is in control he/she 

will put the hood on and the DJ cannot speak unless the iPod is in his hand, so that 

we know the actor with the iPod and the hood on is the DJ and will tell us what is 

about to happen or comment on what has just happened.”

-Paul J Medford– Director

The DJ leads the audience and the other characters through the action of the play. He chooses the rhythm that 

he wants the characters to dance to.  The DJ takes on the roles of property developer, photographer, sweatshop 

owner and drug boss.  All of these characters are in a position of power and are influencing other people’s lives.  

Whilst the DJ controls the action with the iPod there is always a feeling that he could lose or pass on that power.  

This is shown through using all 4 actors to play the role.  There are also moments when The DJ does not seem to 

know what to do next.  For example when Ekong tells him to ‘PRESS PLAY’ and when the DJ tells us ‘that wasn’t 

the happy ending I expected!’  The DJ goes on a journey just as the other characters do, his refrain has changed 

from ‘keep to the rhythm’ to ‘keep to your rhythm’ by the end of the play.

‘In a club the DJ controls the music, so in a way he controls the way people move and the way they respond to the 

music, whether it’s a slow jam or hip hop or soul or whatever.  He controls the movement of people.  The character of the DJ came from the 

idea of who controls things in the world and that is why the title is God is a DJ’. - Writer

The DJ
‘Follow my lead and
Keep to the rhythm.’

-The DJ
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The preparations for the 2012 Olympic Games are the starting place for the play.  Many of the charac-

ters and situations that they are in are connected to the games or what they have come to represent.  In 

1921, Pierre de Coubertin, founder of the modern Olympic Games, borrowed a Latin phrase from his 

friend, Father Henri Didon, for the Olympic motto: Citius, Altius, Fortius (“Swifter, Higher, Stronger”).  

The motto encourages a sense of possibility, a possibility to change, improve and achieve.  Dreams and 

aspirations are themes that occur throughout the play, whether these are aspirations to be fulfilled or 

dreams that have been shattered or changed over time and experience.

According to most accounts, the rings were adopted by Baron Pierre de Coubertin (founder of the mod-

ern Olympic Movement) in 1913 after he saw a similar design on an artifact from ancient Greece.  The 

five rings represent the five major regions of the world: Africa, the Americas, Asia, Europe, and Oceania. 

Every national flag in the world includes at least one of the five colors, which are (from left to right) blue, 

yellow, black, green, and red.

Imagine- to have my own designer label like J-Lo.  I might 

get to meet David Beckham.- Elvie

Why dream if you can’t dream big?–Ronaldo

You’re afraid of fulfilling your dream? – Monita

I’m living the dream.  You could realise yours. – Monita

When dreams collide which one survives?- DJ

The Olympics
Swifter, Higher, Stronger

I spent my life dreaming of making something of myself.- Felicia
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On the DJ

The DJ is the narrator but he is played by all four actors and he/she is quite 

manipulative in the piece.  So we decided that every time the DJ is in control 

he/she will put the hood on and the DJ cannot speak unless the iPod is in his 

hand, so that we know the actor with the iPod and the hood on is the DJ and 

will tell us what is about to happen or comment on what has just happened.

At the very end of the play I think it’s the DJ feeling like he’s lost a little bit of 

control and he’s about to gain it again and just takes every element that we 

have just seen for the last hour in the show and throws into the circle, into 

the playing field so he can see what’s left.  He can see he’s in control as he has 

pretty much destroyed everything.

On themes of the play

This piece has forced me to remember where they [my 

Nike trainers] were made and under what circumstances 

they’re made. As one character in the play says ‘it is the 

way of the world.’  What can we do about it?  Is there 

anything we can do about it as a small person?  Maybe 

not.  Maybe all we can be is aware and conscious, but 

does it stop us buying the trainers?  That I don’t know.  

But I know we can at least be aware of how much 

consumerism there is and how much poverty there is 

on the other side of the world.

I think change is a good thing.  Don’t forget the old, but 

build on the old.  To stop new things coming through 

is not good.

I think I’m one of the DJ’s but there is certainly a 

promoter who is controlling the night at that particular 

nightclub.  I think the DJs ultimately for me are the 

politicians and the media.  I think the media play a 

huge part in controlling what we see I think.  I think 

the way around it is to metaphorically create your own 

music.  To create your own truth look at things, pull 

them apart and decide for yourself what you, in your 

heart, really believe.

On Dance

The main concept of the opening dance is to show sport and certain sports 

from the Olympics that are in the summer or winter Olympics.  I tried to keep 

it fluid and in the form and shape of dance with sport as the main theme.  As 

we move from country to country we keep the sport but add a traditional Nige-

rian dance, when we move to Brazil we use the Samba coupled with some steps 

from capoeira.  That’s how the whole dance element is fused into the show.

The fusion of the dance represents that even though we live on different con-

tinents, miles away from each other, our lives are somehow connected.  What 

we do in one country affects somebody in another country.  

Interviews with the creative team- Director - Paul J. Medford
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Five continents, one set

God is a DJ is set across 5 continents, so it has 5 locations, so 

that was the initial challenge of the overall set.  Through several 

workshops we did, working through the piece helped me come 

to a solution of how we could make that work.  The way we 

could make that work is to do what we call a composite set. A 

composite set is multi-functional, we have pieces within the set 

that are moved to create different environments.  The overall set 

has a feeling of a building site, run down environments and a 

kind of a neutral feel, so the possibility of the look of it could 

be from any country.  I’ve had four crates made that are strong 

enough and light enough for the actors to use to create these 

different environments.  The crates and the planks create the 

locations that are a barricade in Stratford, England, in Nigeria a 

boat, the favelas in Brazil, a sweatshop in Indonesia and an ice 

rink in New York.

Designer - Rosa Maggiora
The Olympics

One of themes running through the play is the 2012 Olympics and 

I’ve threaded the image of the Olympic rings throughout the play.  

There is the Olympic flag which is produced at the start of the play 

and seen at the end of the play.  I’ve also created a ring on the floor, 

which is a blue ring, with the idea that it is an old ring from a huge 

Olympic sign that’s been reused and it creates the political circus 

that runs throughout the play.  The other way I’ve incorporated the 

visual element of the Olympics is by using the colours of the Olympic 

rings and they are reproduced in the main costumes of the four 

characters.

Sand

One of the other elements of the set is sand.  I decided to use sand for several reasons.  One is because a lot of the locations are in hot, dry 

countries and another is because it gives a sense of real grounding to the whole piece and an element of earth.  [Sand] makes beautiful shapes, 

so when we’re doing the ice skating, you get a sense of the shapes of the ice skates on the ice rink.

I’ve also used grills at the back of the set to represent a lot of buildings that are run down, re-used, cobbled together, like the favelas in Brazil.
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Starting Point

The music for God is a DJ is quite easy in many ways 

in that the locations themselves dictate the type 

of music that it’s going to be.  For example, in the 

Brazil scenes you’re going to have Brazilian music, 

in Indonesia, you’ll have Indonesian styles.  The 

exciting thing about it is that you’re not just taking 

music from these areas but it’s using that music and 

melding them together, so you might have a bit of 

Brazilian music come into the Indonesian scene.  

All of the tracks themselves are rooted in modern 

drum beats, so a lot of hip hop beats and a lot of 

the African beats.  

Composer and Sound Designer - Stephen Hudson
Fusion of different styles

The interesting thing about the play is that all of these stories combine, so global-

ly they combine and certain aspects of the story in Indonesia will affect the story 

in Stratford.  Likewise with the music, the drum beats.  You have the influence of 

the African drum beats coming into Indonesia, or Stratford, or New York.   South 

American music is heavily influenced by African roots, a lot of the slaves that 

came from Africa that went to south America, brought with them their heritage 

of their rhythms.  That melded into many rhythms we know today, South Ameri-

can rhythms, the bosanova, samba.  In America it moved into blues and jazz and 

then R & B and Soul.  So it’s all very heavily connected to and derived from Afri-

can beats.  The Brazilian capoeira we see in the play was originally a slave dance 

and that has very direct routes to it’s African heritage.

Role of composer and sound designer

As a composer and sound designer my role within the play is to find music or write music which will complement a scene.  Either as a back-

ing track to a scene or a specific song, or a specific dance. 

In the New York scene we have a song that Rose sings, the director wanted a soulful type song, that was my starting point I also had the lyrics 

from the writer.  I did a rough version of that song and working with the actress we developed it and moulded it into the song that appears 

before you.
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Practical Activities

Lightning Forum

Split into two teams, each team nominates a spokesperson.  The two spokes-
people sit opposite each other on chairs with their respective teams standing 
behind them.

The teams are going to have a debate based on the situation presented in the 
first scene of the play.  One team will represent Celine’s point of view -  want-
ing to protect the sports centre and the other team will represent Jenny’s point 
of view - seeing the positive outcomes of the sports centre demolished for the 
Olympics and in the name of regeneration.

Give the teams time to confer about what their arguments will be.  There needs 
to be a referee to ensure that only the spokespeople speak and that each spokes-
person can be heard.  The debate begins and two spokespeople argue.  If the 
spokespeople get stuck, they call for a pause and confer with their team, before 
continuing.    

Favela Scene

Ronaldo: I can’t let you risk your life.  You don’t 
know what I’ve done.

Flavia: I don’t care what you’ve done.  If 
you’re defending my home it’s only right that I 
defend it with you.

The noise of the bulldozers gets louder.  Police sirens

Ronaldo is keeping a secret from Flavia about the 
role he had to play in her brother, Lucas’ death.  
Improvise a scene where Ronaldo confesses to 
Flavia.  Would adding a scene like this into the 
play change Flavia’s actions?

Objects
Use the following objects to explore moments in the play or issues raised:
• Football
• Trainers
• Necklace
• Money
Discuss what each object means to the students.  What do they think of when 
they see it?  
Ask students to discuss the role the objects have within the play.  What do they 
represent?  How are they used?
Students can improvise and develop scenes around the issues discussed, using 
the objects. 

Travelling Through Time

Discuss the character of Ronaldo.  Who is he?  
What sort of life has he had?  Identify key moments 
that may have happened in Ronaldo’s past.

These may include:

• the first time the drug boss meets Ronaldo

• the scene in which Lucas is killed with a different 
outcome

• the last time Ronaldo saw his parents

Students could improvise a scene on one of these 
or other key moments.
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Hot Seating

One person in group will take on the role of one of the charac-
ters.  They need to think about who they are and the situation 
they are in. 
The rest of the group will ask the character questions.  The ques-
tions should help the group find out more about the character: 
how they feel about their situation or others around them.
Here are few questions you may want to ask characters from the 
play:
Celine
How do you feel about Jenny?
What will you do if the centre closes down?
Jenny
How important was Celine in getting your career started?
What will you miss about the centre if it’s torn down?
Ekong
Why do you want to join the militia?
Do you miss your father?
Abasina
Describe your brother, Ekong.
What is the worst thing about living in Rivers State?
Elvie
How do you feel after a day working at the sweatshop?
Describe Monita.
Monita
How does your mother feel about what you do for a living?

Thought Tracking
Monita: I’m living the dream. You could realise your dream.  
Wear these clothes instead of slaving away branding trainers for 
her. (Points to Jenny’s poster) You know how much she’s paid to 
wear their gear? And how old she is? Not much older than us.

Elvie: I wouldn’t know where to start.

Monita: How much do you make in a week?

Elvie: Barely enough to support myself.

Monita: Do you have dependants in the village?

Elvie: Everyone here does.

Monita: I make enough to support my mother and lead the 
good life.  I can show you how to live the good life if you want.

Elvie hesitates

You’re afraid of fulfilling your dream? You want to remain a slave 
branding other people’s names onto trainers?

What is Monita really thinking when she meets Elvie?  Use your 
knowledge of what happens later in the play to discuss or write 
down what Monita is thinking.  

Two students could read the passage as Monita and Elvie whilst 
another student voices Monita’s thoughts after she says her 
lines.
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Writing Activities

Monita: Elvie…

The songbird.

The sound of freedom.  You want to be free as the songbird, it 
doesn’t come cheap.  We just need to be patient, bide our time 
and when the right moment comes…  What do you say, Elvie? 
(Extends her arm.)

Elvie smiles.  She places the gold chain around Monita’s neck.  She pats 
Monita affectionately on the cheek.

Monita: I knew you’d come around.  You’ve a customer wait-
ing for you…

Elvie turns round and opens the door.

Monita: Elvie, what are you doing?  Elvie?  Elvie!  Elvie!

Write another scene in the play involving Elvie and Monita.  Con-
sider the following questions:

Where might Elvie be in 1 yrs time?
Does Elvie still know Monita?
What has happened to Monita?
Has she achieved her dream?
Is she happy?

BOY   FOUND  DEAD

Write a newspaper article about one of the characters in the 
play.  Use the headline above and think about who might be in-
volved in the story.  Use the information you have from the play 
to decide what happened, where it happened and how it might 
fit into the play.

I have a dream….

In the play Rose sings about what she wants from life:

‘All I ever wanted was a little dignity

For people to respect me for being me

To live my dream on my own terms

I’ll make my own mistakes, I’ll learn’

What would you like to change in your life? (This scenario could 
be real or imagined).  It might be something in your life, a situa-
tion you don’t like or an aspiration for the future.  Experiment with 
different ways of expressing what you want to change.  It might 
be in the form of a song, a poem, a story or a monologue.
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Be DJ for the day

DJ Dvd for every entry
Regional winners get £30 HMV 
token

“Keep to your rhythm
Follow your beat”
We want to hear it.
Competition Rules
Write a 14 line Rap/Poem/Song
Choose one of two starting points.

Either
�.
Imagine you are the DJ.
What do you see?
What do you hear?
Who is controlling who?
Begin …
“I am the DJ
The Universal Songbook…
…………………………………….”
Continue.

Or
�.
Describe a struggle,
Something you feel strongly about,
Something you would like to change.
Begin ….
“All I ever wanted was a little dignity
For people to respect me for being me….
………………………………………………….”
Continue.

A Bonus Track for God is a DJ

Write one paragraph saying what 
you thought of the play.

Please send entries to

DJ FOR A DAY

Theatre Centre

Shoreditch Town Hall

380 Old Street

London

EC1V 9LT

admin@theatre-centre.co.uk

Entries must be received no later than 
December 15th 2006

Recorded entries may be sent on MP3 file.

Contact Details

Name :

Age:  

Postal Address (School or home):

Email address:

Please state if you are interested in 
performing your rap/poem/song 
live or on film?

DJ for the day
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Everything Changes

after Brecht, ‘Alles wandelt sich’

Everything changes. We plant trees for those born later 

but what’s happened has happened,

 and poisons poured into the seas

 cannot be drained out again.

 What’s happened has happened

poisons poured into the seas

cannot be drained out again, but

everything changes. We plant

trees for those born later.

Cicely Herbert

The theme of change runs throughout the play; the centre being bulldozed in Stratford to the irreversible change of the polluted seas in Nigeria.  

This poem makes the statement that “What’s happened has happened”, this could be explored in terms of the content of the play and the ephem-

eral nature of performance.

Further Resources

A security guard attempts to block a 

photo of Nikomas Gemilang factory 

in Indonesia.  The factory makes 

sports shoes for Nike and Adidas.

Photograph by Ashley Gilbertson/Oxfam 

CAA
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Still I Rise

You may write me down in history

With your bitter, twisted lies,

You may trod me in the very dirt

But still, like dust, I’ll rise.

Does my sassiness upset you?

Why are you beset with gloom?

‘Cause I walk like I’ve got oil wells

Pumping in my living room.

Just like moons and like suns,

With the certainty of tides,

Just like hopes springing high,

Still I’ll rise.

Did you want to see me broken?

Bowed head and lowered eyes?

Shoulders falling down like teardrops.

Weakened by my soulful cries.

Does my haughtiness offend you?

Don’t you take it awful hard

‘Cause I laugh like I’ve got gold mines

Diggin’ in my own back yard.

You may shoot me with your words,

You may cut me with your eyes,

You may kill me with your hatefulness,

But still, like air, I’ll rise.

Does my sexiness upset you?

Does it come as a surprise

That I dance like I’ve got diamonds

At the meeting of my thighs?

Out of the huts of history’s shame

I rise

Up from a past that’s rooted in pain

I rise

I’m a black ocean, leaping and wide,

Welling and swelling I bear in the tide.

Leaving behind nights of terror and fear

I rise

Into a daybreak that’s wondrously clear

I rise

Bringing the gifts that my ancestors gave,

I am the dream and the hope of the slave.

I rise

I rise

I rise. 

Still I Rise

In this poem, the poet describes all the thoughts 

that people have against her, but how she won’t let 

them get her down.  She also describes how she, as 

a black woman, has risen through all that they have 

gone through; her ancestors were put down, being 

forced to be slaves, but she has carried herself as a 

strong woman.  Their dream was to have someone 

who would be able to live in society and not be 

scared of what might happen to them

Still I Rise touches on themes that are present in the 

play.  The struggle which is described in the poem 

is reflected in the play by the different struggles 

the characters have within their own worlds.  The 

tremendous spirit that infuses the poem manifests 

itself in the play in the form of Celine, Flavia and 

Rose, who are all defiant and have a sense of hope.

Further Resources

Maya Angelou
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 The oil giant Royal Dutch Shell was considering pulling out of 

the volatile Niger Delta region yesterday after heavily armed mili-

tants stormed one of its facilities and killed at least 17 people. 

The attack early on Sunday, the latest during an upsurge of vio-

lence in the oil-rich swamp area, came only days after the kid-

nap of four foreign oil workers. Militant groups demanding lo-

cal control of oil wealth warned Shell to withdraw immediately 

from the world’s eighth largest o Militants in the delta enjoy 

widespread support as 20 million people remain rooted in pov-

erty despite the enormous wealth generated in the oil-rich area, 

putting Nigeria among the leading Opec nations.

The fate of the indigenous people of the delta was brought to 

global attention by Ken Saro-Wiwa, the human rights campaign-

er executed in 1995 after a vocal campaign against the practices 

of major oil companies in Nigeria.

Shell and other oil companies who have oil plants in Nigeria have been in a constant struggle with the 
local communities who are affected greatly by their presence.
Shell may pull out of Niger Delta after 17 die in boat raid 

By Daniel Howden 

Published: 17 January 2006

Nigerian Human Rights Activist Oronto Douglas speaking about 

the arrest if Ken Saro-Wiwa:

They put him in jail for more then a year in an underground prison 

and nobody knew where he was. They chained his legs, his hands 

and feet were manacled, and tortured (him). Finally, because of in-

ternational pressure from environmental groups and human rights 

groups, they were forced to bring him to trial. Shell was not called. 

It was not among the witnesses; it was not among the defense. But 

Shell decided to hire a lawyer to (represent the company at) the 

trial. I was in the trial. I was one of the defense lawyers. It became 

clear as the trial went on, that Ken Saro-Wiwa would not get jus-

tice. 

   Ken Saro-Wiwa was hanged in 1995.

    Sources used: http://www.thirdworldtraveler.com/index.html

Further Resources
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